Agreed revisions and revisions under discussion following discussions on 14 June meeting and
on-going bilateral meetings of the co-factilitators
Agreed revisions
Please note that the CFS Vision in the box at the beginning of the document has been adjusted
with the original text in the Reform Document. Other editorial changes include: change “core
workstream” to “supportive activities” for consistency; Plenary with capital P; removal of “CFS”
in front of “Plenary” and “Bureau”.
CORE Para 8: Gender equality, women’s and girls’ rights and women’s empowerment in the
context of food security and nutrition will be mainstreamed in all CFS workstreams and products.
CORE Para 9 and ANNEX A Para 2: CFS will however continue to perform Roles 3 and 4 by
facilitating and providing advice on approaches to improving FSN and promoting the use and
application of CFS products at country and regional levels
CORE Para 14, 17 and 23: change “thematic activities” into “thematic workstreams” for
consistency.
CORE Para 17: added last sentence to fully reflect the MYPOW PROCESS so to address concerns
from some member states: The selection of CFS activities will take into account resources and
workload.
CORE Para 20: consensus reached after the friends of co-facilitators meeting.
Para 20: As CFS is an intergovernmental body, the HLPE priority setting will receive guidance from
the Plenary and Bureau. The preparation of MYPoW will include the preparation of HLPE reports
as part of the proposals as appropriate. The production of HLPE reports/analyses as an
input/background document for CFS discussions will be based on a clear understanding that,
through the Plenary and the Bureau, the report aims to support CFS members and other
stakeholders in designing strategies and programs for addressing food insecurity and
malnutrition, how it will feed into the process considering the timescale, and the availability of
information on the subject under discussion. The Plenary can continue to request HLPE to
produce a note on critical and emerging issues. Plenary will discuss this note and provide
guidance to the MYPOW process.
CORE Para 23: change “comprehensive planning phase” into “MYPoW preparation process” for
consistency.
Revisions under discussion (with paragraphs in brackets for upcoming discussion) (please also
kindly note that some stakeholders have agreed on the suggested language after today’s
meeting):
Section III of Implementation Report - ANNEX :[Operational modalities in the Annex can be
adjusted as necessary by the Plenary through bureau’s proposal, after consultation with the
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Advisory Group, based on lessons learned ]
Annex A: Para 6--[to be further discussed]
Annex B: Para 1 ii) tracked change as suggested language according to the meeting discussion;
Para 4: tracked change as suggested language agreed by Russia and CSM; Para 6: output 1.1,
tracked change as suggested language agreed by Brazil, Italy and US. Para 6 chapeau is the same
para as it is in the Annex A para 6.
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